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Easily and efficiently review communications with patent-pending innovation.
Normalizes texts and chats from multiple sources and formats, including Skype, WhatsApp®, SMS/MMS and more
Threads individual messages or by modality to display relationship-based communication patterns
Displays data in the same native conversation context as seen on the mobile device
Identify and interrogate gaps in communication patterns

Mobile Device eDiscovery
Mobile data is one of the fastest growing sources of discoverable ESI. Yet, eDiscovery still depends on
manual workflows - reviewing data collected from mobile devices outside of standard review platforms.
Mobile data (SMS, IM, third-party chats, linked photos, videos, voicemails, etc.) is typically extracted
in one bulk, comma-delimited report or Excel file. Communications become rows and columns on a
spreadsheet, creating an inefficient, time consuming and disconnected review process.

Mobile devices now
dominate the share
of total minutes spent
online.
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Nearly
chat & text messages are
sent everyday.

Advanced Message Review
A Patent-Pending, Defensible Approach to Mobile Data
Designed to automate and integrate the review of mobile data, Advanced Message Review converts
mobile device images into a format that can be easily understood, searched, analyzed and reviewed.
Chat conversations are threaded together and displayed as they would be on your mobile device. Photos,
videos, and voicemails are linked in-line with time stamps so you can better understand conversation
flow. And because Advanced Message Review is compatible with all major review platforms, including
Relativity®, analytics tools, like concept clustering and search, can be used to reduce and prioritize
documents for review.
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A closer look at Advanced Message Review

Where we are:
North America

Conversation threads
are viewable in the
same look and feel
of native apps on the

Europe

mobile devices.

Asia Pacific (APAC)

In-line images, videos
and voicemails
can be seen and
reviewed within the

Offices

conversation threads.

20+ in North America
6+ in Europe
5+ in Asia Pacific

Document Review
12+ in North America
4+ in Europe
4+ in Asia Pacific

Deleted messages

Data Centers
3+ in North America

that are recovered
can be easily
identified.

4+ in Europe
4+ in Asia Pacific
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